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The Bentley's family. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bentley have a beautiful family with 4 children, and 12 grandchildren. The
Bentley family owns one of our beautiful oceanfront condos, Bentley's at Fort Screven on the North side of Tybee.

G N R Atlantic express locomotive No. Entering the automobile industry[ edit ] In he joined his brother, H.
Fitted with the alloy pistons and a modified camshaft , a DFP took several records at Brooklands in and
Bentley BR2 rotary engine At the outbreak of war Bentley knew that using aluminium alloy pistons in military
applications would benefit the national interest: As security considerations prevented his broadcasting the
information to engine manufacturers, he contacted the official liaison between the manufacturers and the
Navy. That man, Commander Wilfred Briggs , would be his senior officer throughout the war. Bentley next
visited Louis Coatalen at Sunbeam , with the result that the same innovation was used in all their aero engines.
Designated the BR1 , Bentley Rotary 1, the engine was fundamentally different from the Clerget except in the
design of the cam mechanism, which was retained to facilitate production. A prototype was running in the
early summer of The bigger BR2 followed in early They formed a group at small premises in Cricklewood to
turn his aero engines business into one of car production. In a group that included Frank Burgess formerly of
Humber and Harry Varley formerly of Vauxhall Motors , they set about designing a high quality sporting
tourer for production under the name Bentley Motors. A plaque marks the building in what is now Chagford
Street NW1. In , when a rather skeptical W. Neither of the two Bentleys entered in the race finished it, but
subsequent models won again in , , , and , with the factory team managed by W. Ettore Bugatti is said to have
commented that W. The racing version of the W. In , against W. Although Barnato continued racing Bentleys
with distinction, and even though the company sold a hundred of its 8 Litre model, which was launched as a
grand car for the ultra-rich in October Bugatti sold three of his equivalent model, the Royale , the Great
Depression took its toll. On 10 July a Receiver was appointed to the company. Napier and Son entered
negotiations as prospective purchasers. The Press Association understands that Messrs Napier and Son,
aero-engine builders, have reached an agreement to take over Bentley Motors Limited which is in voluntary
liquidation. It is expected that the matter will come before the Court within the next few days.
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Migration of the Bentley family to the New World and Oceana To escape the unstable social climate in England of this
time, many families boarded ships for the New World with the hope of finding land, opportunity, and greater religious and
political freedom.

O, as Walter was known, always wanted to design and build his own cars. At the DFP factory, in , he noticed
an aluminium paperweight and thought that aluminium might be a suitable replacement for cast iron to
fabricate lighter pistons. In August , W. By December the engine was built and running. Delivery of the first
cars was scheduled for June , but development took longer than estimated so the date was extended to
September They entered a modified road car driven by works driver, Douglas Hawkes , accompanied by
riding mechanic, H. In , he acquired his first Bentley, a 3-litre. With this car he won numerous Brooklands
races. Just a year later he acquired the Bentley business itself. Barnato had incorporated Baromans Ltd in ,
which existed as his finance and investment vehicle. Barnato held , of the new shares giving him control of the
company and he became chairman. Barnato injected further cash into the business: With renewed financial
input, W. Bentley was able to design another generation of cars. The Bentley Boys Main articles: The Bentley
Boys favoured Bentley cars. Many were independently wealthy and many had a military background. Birkin
overruled Bentley and put the model on the market before it was fully developed. As a result, it was
unreliable. He drove against the train from Cannes to Calais , then by ferry to Dover , and finally London,
travelling on public highways, and won. Barnato drove his H. Mulliner â€”bodied formal saloon in the race
against the Blue Train. Both cars became known as the " Blue Train Bentleys "; the latter is regularly mistaken
for, or erroneously referred to as being, the car that raced the Blue Train, while in fact Barnato named it in
memory of his race.
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We're Ryan, Sarah, Rhys and Baby Girl. We work with young Brits, cultivating their relationship with God by introducing
them to the gospel, helping them to pursue healing, and discipling them to love, know and follow Jesus.

Sep Knaresborough, Yorkshire Mar Claro, Yorkshire Mar Leeds, Yorkshire, d: Dec Wharfedale, Yorkshire
Jun Leeds, Yorkshire Dec Yate, Gloucestershire Jun Wharfedale, d: Oct Helston, Cornwall, d: Mar Ipswich,
Suffolk Mar Wellington, Shropshire, m: Jun Bakewell, d: Dec Birkenhead, Cheshire Mar Axminster, Devon
Dec Helston, Cornwall, d: Mar Merstham, Surrey Nov Chichester, Sussex Dec Rochford, Essex, d: Dec
Wandsworth, m: Aug New Zealand Jul Hastings, Sussex Sep Hackney, London, d: Sep Lambeth, London, d:
Jul Loftus, Yorkshire, d: Sep Englefield Green, Surrey, d: Sep Croydon, Surrey Mar Kingston, Surrey Dec
Kingston, Surrey Dec Worthing, Sussex Sep Kingston, Surrey Dec Ringwood, Hampshire, d: Mar Southwark,
Surrey Dec Potterspury, Northamptonshire Jun Potterspury, Northamptonshire Dec Bexley, Kent Sep
Stantonbury, Buckinghamshire Jun Northampton, Northamptonshire Oct Holsworthy, Devon Mar Brighton,
Sussex Mar Horsham, Sussex Mar Lewisham, London Dec Lewisham, London Jun Lewisham, London Sep
Lewisham, London Sep Leeds, Yorkshire Dec Wharfedale d: Sep Newcastle, Northumberland Sep West
Derby, Lancashire, d: Mar Hunslet, Yorkshire Sep Wharfedale, Yorkshire May Horsforth, Yorkshire Jun
Wharfedale, Yorkshire Sep Hull, Yorkshire Mar Wharfedale, Yorkshire Aug Horsforth, Yorkshire
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Excerpt. My interest in the Bentley family arises from the fact that my wife is a Bentley, which brought me into
acquaintance, many years ago, with her grandfather General Robert Bentley, and several of his brothers, all of whom
were early pioneers in eastern Ohio, I.

MS - The Bentley Family Papers Introduction The Bentley Family Papers consists of over 10 linear feet of
correspondence, genealogical research files, photographs, books, and artifacts relating to the Bentley and
allied families. The donation and transfer of these records to the Center for Archival Collections was arranged
through the cooperation of Hilda Grosh Bentley from March through July, No part of the collection may be
duplicated for publication purposes without the written authorization of Mrs. Lewis Bentley, Senior, or the
Bentley family heirs. Duplication is permitted for the purposes of preservation and research. Biographical
Sketch The two family groups represented in this collection cover branches of the allied Lewis, Perky, and
Bentley families on the paternal side, and the Chamberlain, Hascall, Grosh, and Ritchie families on the
maternal. Two separate published family histories for both groups were written by Hilda Grosh Bentley and
are contained in this collection; The Bentley-Lewis Story: A Journey of New Beginnings. Although the
families characterized in this collection came to the United States from different countries, over a period
ranging from the Colonial era to the late 19th century, all found the American Dream and were significant
contributors to their communities. The Bentleys were originally from Bradford, in Yorkshire, England.
Coming to the United States in , Anderton Bentley settled in Toledo, Ohio, where he found employment as a
carpenter. He was joined shortly thereafter by his wife Elizabeth and daughter Ethel. The Bentley name would
be associated with construction in the city for the next century, connected with such landmark buildings as the
Gardner Building, the Secor Hotel, and the Odd Fellows Temple. Anderton was joined in the business just
before the turn of the century by his sons, James and Thomas, and the business was incorporated as a
partnership in A third generation became involved in the business in when A. Lewis Bentley and James
joined their father Thomas. Two years later in , A. Bentley was married to Hilda Grosh. The Company was
liquidated in , after more than a century of building Toledo. After Katherine married Thomas Bentley, she
moved with him to Toledo. The Perky Family first appear in America in the late 18th century in the frontier
area of Pennsylvania, with the family of Christopher and Mary Perky. One of their nine children, Christopher
Jr. It was his daughter, Abigail, who married E. As a contrast, on the maternal line, the Chamberlains came to
America in , settling in colonial Massachusetts. During the War of , Joshua Chamberlain was involved in the
shipbuilding industry and was followed in that profession by his sons, Ebenezer Mattoon and Elbridge.
Service to the country continued in the person of Joshua Lawrence Chamberlain, nephew of Ebenezer and
Elbridge his father was their other brother Joshua , who gained fame during the Civil War at Gettysburg in
command of the 20th Maine for his daring maneuver on Little Round Top, for which he was awarded the
Congressional Medal of Honor. His accomplishments were held in such high esteem in the family that one of
his cousins, Mary Chamberlain Grosh, named her eldest son after him. The name was carried on in succeeding
generations into the Bentley family as well. Ebenezer Mattoon Chamberlain left Main in , traveling West to
Indiana, where he taught school for a short period and then studied for the bar and became a lawyer, settling in
Goshen in His brother, Elbridge, joined his older brother in Goshen the following year. The family of
Ebenezer and Ann resulted in eight children, including Mary Henrietta, who was born in Well educated by his
family, Emil moved to Goshen, Indiana, where he worked for the hardware firm of Lawrence and Noble. In he
married Mary H. Chamberlain, eventually moving from Goshen to Toledo, Ohio. Lawrence, who studied
medicine at the University of Michigan and became a doctor in , married Caroline Eugenia Ritchie in Grosh
began practicing medicine, as a pioneer in the specialty of diagnostician, he became associated with Toledo
Hospital, where he eventually became Chief of Staff. Their first child, Hilda, was born in , followed two years
later by Lawrence Chamberlain Grosh Jr. Eventually his family would grow to a total of ten. James taught
school in Ogdensburg for a while, before moving to Ohio, where he began legal training. He was admitted to
the bar in Toledo in Married in to Tirzah A. Foster, who died in leaving him with a 2 year old son, James
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married a second time in to Samantha S. Jones of Grafton, Ohio. His son from his first marriage, Byron,
followed his father in the practice of law, eventually distinguishing himself by serving in Congress in , and
being elected Common Pleas Judge in His marriage to Samantha, who died in , resulted in one daughter, Ada
Malinda Ritchie. James married for a third time in to Eugenia Arabella Jones, the younger sister of his second
wife. The rich heritage of each of these families was brought together by Hilda Grosh Bentley, who in her
investigation of her family compiled an extensive collection of material. As the firstborn child of Dr.
Lawrence Chamberlain Grosh, Hilda benefited from an upbringing which included a period of living in
Europe while her father pursued advanced medical studies, education in Toledo at the insistence of her aunt
Ada Ritchie at the Janes-Franklin School and the Smead School for Girls, and a year of college at Smith
College in Northampton, Massachusetts. Through the years, in addition to her attention to her family and the
concerns of the Bentley construction business, Hilda was deeply involved in community affairs in the areas of
history, historic preservation health, mental health, art, conservation, and education. Scope and Content The
Bentley Family Papers consist of separate groups of research material compiled by Hilda Grosh Bentley
relating to her family history. The collection has been maintained as two discrete groupings, based on the
maternal and paternal lines, in the general arrangement established by Mrs. Each segment contains similar
types of material, including correspondence, genealogical research files, photographs, and books. In addition
to general documents and correspondence related to genealogical research on the Chamberlain-Hascall,
Grosh-Ritchie families, the collection includes a nice series of personal correspondence dating back to There
are typed abstracts to these letters in the collection. Included in the literary productions among the manuscripts
is the original of a sketch book or journal of Ebenezer Mattoon Chamberlain, which consists of an account of
his trip to Indiana in and his early years there until , as well as an undated speech to the Fayette County
Agricultural Society written from the back of the volume, inverted ; and a copy of his diary describing a return
visit to his home and family in Bangor, Maine after an absence of 14 years. Miscellaneous items in the
collection include a rare opalotype of Emil Grosh a photographic process where the image is on frosted glass ,
as well as a few striking artifacts representing the material culture of the time, which include two beaded bags,
on with colored glass and the other metal beads. Some notable items included in the Bentley-Lewis portion of
the collection are materials relating to Bentley Construction, including Nicholas Building construction photos
from ; a series of photographs and biographical sketches of prominent Toledo businessmen, architects, and
buildings, compiled by James Bentley; mementos of small prayer books and both Lewis and Bentley Family
Bibles; a ledger belonging to E. Lewis; photo albums; a collection of family historical sketches; and numerous
artifacts belonging to the Bentley and Lewis Families, including hair combs, shirt studs, an initial seal, and an
autographed scroll.
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The Bentley family name was found in the USA, the UK, Canada, and Scotland between and The most Bentley families
were found in the UK in In there were 3, Bentley families living in Yorkshire.

Closing his fifth-generation family construction business was perhaps the hardest decision Thomas H. Bentley
III ever made. He also says it may have been the smartest thing he ever did. Just a few years after making that
tough decision, the Bentleys are preparing for transition to the sixth generation with the same clear-headed,
no-nonsense attitude. Bentley World-Packaging began as stopgap business during World War II and then lay
dormant from until Tom revived it in as a diversification move during an earlier construction downturn. The
company serves more than major manufacturing customers, including General Electric, Westinghouse and
Goodyear, and is a major player in packaging of military shipments to Iraq and Afghanistan. The company
grew for more than years to become one of the largest contractors in the state, earning a reputation for
high-quality construction of historical landmarks like the Villa Louis Mansion in Prairie du Chien, the Music
Hall at the University of Wisconsin in Madison and the spectacular Tripoli Shrine Temple in Milwaukee.
Through its five generations, the company took on notable projects across the country, from the Cincinnati
Water Works to the San Francisco Post Office, which survived the earthquakes of and But then came the
financial collapse of Bentley says he had to sign a personal note to his bank for a million dollars to guarantee
completion of all remaining projects, pay all subcontractors and service providers, and repay all loans. He adds
that the decision has paid off; the bank has repeatedly offered him financing for other ventures, he notes. At
the time Tom fired it up again, the company occupied 5, square feet of shop space, operated one fork truck and
had two men making boxes. Tom holds the title of CEO. Bentley World-Packaging focuses solely on
packaging for overseas shipments. The company is not involved in warehousing, freight forwarding, trucking,
ocean shipping, air freight or other aspects of the logistics industry. The weights and sizes given to the freight
forwarder have to be right. The company leases most of its space, primarily with an option to buy. Today, ten
holding companies, under the umbrella of Bentley Management Group, own properties in as many different
states. Todd Bentley has devoted a good portion of his time with the company managing that portfolio, along
with other duties, as he expands his role in preparation for the transition to the sixth generation. Tom tries to
focus on the sales side of the business. The operations and financial matters are my focus. Officially and
unofficially, the transition is happening now. Ownership is being transferred on an ad hoc basis through stock
purchases based on appraised value. There is no defined plan at this point, but there is an annual process that
takes place. They have higher expectations. Todd agrees with that assessment. Early on, it led to some
heartache and strife until I learned when to speak my piece and when to let issues slide. I sometimes may go to
him to keep him in the loop. To his credit, he was very relaxed and got to spend a lot of time with his kids.
More recently, they bought another packing company serving Dayton and Cincinnati and another in
Baltimore, and Tom says they expect to acquire one or two every year for the near term. Tom is keeping a
wary eye on international developments. This article may not be posted online or reproduced in any form,
including photocopy, without permssion from the publisher.
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The Bentley family name was found in the USA, the UK, Canada, and Scotland between and The most Bentley families
were found in the UK in In there were Bentley families living in New York.

Early History of the Bentley family This web page shows only a small excerpt of our Bentley research.
Another words 8 lines of text covering the years , , , , and are included under the topic Early Bentley History
in all our PDF Extended History products and printed products wherever possible. As the English language
evolved in the Middle Ages, the spelling of names changed also. The name Bentley has undergone many
spelling variations , including Bentley, Bentli, Bentlie, Bently and others. Migration of the Bentley family to
Ireland Some of the Bentley family moved to Ireland , but this topic is not covered in this excerpt. Another 37
words 3 lines of text about their life in Ireland is included in all our PDF Extended History products and
printed products wherever possible. Migration of the Bentley family to the New World and Oceana Some of
the first settlers of this family name were: William, Meyer, Mary K. Originally published as; United Empire
Loyalists. The Centennial of the Settlement of Upper Canada. Rose Publishing Company, The Minister of
Canadian Heritage, House of Representatives from Maryland Dierks Bentley b. Another 59 notables are
available in all our PDF Extended History products and printed products wherever possible. Historic Events
for the Bentley family Mrs. Retrieved , June Retrieved , April 9. The Bentley Motto The motto was originally
a war cry or slogan. Mottoes first began to be shown with arms in the 14th and 15th centuries, but were not in
general use until the 17th century. Thus the oldest coats of arms generally do not include a motto. Mottoes
seldom form part of the grant of arms: Under most heraldic authorities, a motto is an optional component of
the coat of arms, and can be added to or changed at will; many families have chosen not to display a motto.
Viva ut vivas Motto Translation: Live that you may live forever. Bentley Family Crest Products.
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Cricklewood () Before World War I, Walter Owen Bentley and his brother, Horace Millner Bentley, sold French DFP cars
in Cricklewood, North London, but W.O, as Walter was known, always wanted to design and build his own cars.

There were a number of Bentley place-names in England - in Staffordshire, Yorkshire and Derbyshire for
example - which could have given rise to the Bentley surname. The first recorded spelling of the family name
was William de Benetlega in the pipe rolls of Derbyshire in The story of Bentley Motors. Select Bentley
Ancestry England. A Bentley family held the manor there until when the last of the line died without issue.
Richard Bentley, the first of this line, died there in Edward Bentley set off for London in the late 18th century
and began working for the Bank of England. He was also the publisher of the General Evening Post which he
helped found. The Bentley firm became one of the finest printers in London and the first to feature
prominently wood-engraved illustrations. There were other early Bentley lines: Simon Bentley died there in
His line continued despite deaths from murder and the Black Death in the 14th century. Later Bentleys in
Derbyshire included Thomas Bentley, a partner of the pottery maker Josiah Wedgewood, and Walter Bentley,
a well-known naturalist of the early 19th century. Bentley , the inventor of clerihews, came from a Derbyshire
family. The following were two early lines: They were yeoman farmers. A descendant was the 18th century
classical scholar Richard Bentley. Later Bentleys were brewers. Records of another Bentley family began with
the birth of Martin Bentley in Oakenshaw near Cleckheaton in A Bentley family farmed at Knottingley near
Wakefield in the 18th century. Bentley, the founder of Bentley Motors who grew up in London, came from a
Yorkshire family. There were also Bentleys in Lancashire. One Bentley family of long standing resided at
Bentley Hall in Bury. John Bentley of this family built Birch House near Bolton as his home in the mid 18th
century. His descendants migrated from Virginia across the South into Texas. He made his living there as a
currier in leather. Then there was a Bentley family was in Chester county, Pennsylvania, as the following note
from a descendant shows: The material Indicated the information had been taken from a family Bible and that
the family had indeed originated in Bentley Hall in Staffordshire. Later Bentleys of this family headed west to
Ohio. William Bentley moved onto Kansas. Early Bentleys in Canada crossed the border from America:
David Bentley arrived in Nova Scotia from Connecticut in , taking up land vacated by the Acadians. His
descendants established themselves in the Annapolis valley. Another who made the journey north was John
Bentley, a young harpsichordist in Philadelphia. He took a musical troupe to Montreal in , married and stayed
there. His son Elijah, a Baptist minister, was pro-American during the War of and tried for sedition. Select
Bentley Miscellany If you would like to read more, click on the miscellany page for further stories and
accounts: Bentley Miscellany Select Bentley Names Richard Bentley was the Cambridge scholar who revived
the study of the classics in England in the early 18th century. Bentley founded the luxury car manufacturer
Bentley Motors in London in Bentley was a popular English writer and humorist of the early 20th century and
inventor of the clerihew, an irregular form of humurous verse.
Chapter 8 : Bentley Name Meaning & Bentley Family History at theinnatdunvilla.com
Welcome to the Bentley Family website! This is the web site of the family of Edgar Harry and Clarissa Aleta Bentley.
Originally from Monroe County, Michigan, Ed and Aleta had 10 children.

Chapter 9 : The Bentley family's double transition | Family Business Magazine
Bentley University in Massachusetts is one of the nation's leading business schools with undergraduate offerings, MBA
programs and seven MS degrees. Among universities in Boston, Bentley is recognized for its accounting programs, IT
degrees, college technology and experiential learning opportunities.
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